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includes part 1 number 1 books and pamphlets including serials and contributions to periodicals january june vols 9 17 include decisions of the war labor board the

importance of good documentation can build a strong foundation for any thriving organization this reference text provides a detailed and practical treatment of technical writing

in an easy to understand manner the text covers important topics including neuro linguistics programming nlp experimental writing against technical writing writing and unity of

effect five elements of communication process human information processing nonverbal communication and types of technical manuals aimed at professionals and graduate

students working in the fields of ergonomics aerospace engineering aviation industry and human factors this book provides a detailed and practical treatment of technical

writing discusses several personal anecdotes that serve as real work examples explores communications techniques in a way that considers the psychology of what works

discusses in an easy to understand language stories and examples the correct steps to create technical documents purpose to establish policy and procedures for army

organizations and units training at fort irwin to obtain training and audiovisual support and products and services page 1 considering the global awareness of human

performance issues affecting maintenance personnel there is enough evidence in the us asrs reports to establish that systemic problems such as impractical maintenance

procedures inadequate training and the safety versus profit challenge continue to contribute toward latent failures manoj s patankar and james c taylor strongly believe in

incorporating the human factors principles in aviation maintenance in this their second of two volumes they place particular emphasis on applying human factors principles in

a book intended to serve as a practical guide as well as an academic text features include a real how to approach that serves as a companion to the previous volume risk

management and error reduction in aviation maintenance self reports of maintenance errors used throughout to illustrate the systemic susceptibility for errors as well as to

discuss corresponding solutions two tools a pre task scorecard and a post task scorecard introduced as means to measure individual as well as organizational safety

performance interpersonal trust and professionalism explored in detail ethical and procedural issues associated with collection and analysis of both qualitative as well as

quantitative safety data discussed the intended readership includes aviation maintenance personnel e g faa type aircraft mechanics caa type aircraft maintenance engineers

maintenance managers regulators and aviation students this book contains technical papers presented at the third canadian international conference on composites held in

canada in 2001 on topics including liquid composite molding process modelling virtual manufacturing novel materials and processes and metal matrix composites stranded in

orbit with no way home before the air runs out a veteran pilot flying a revolutionary spaceplane a media mogul on an urgent mission halfway around the world and an

aerospace legend fighting to save his legacy in the face of a government that would stand aside to let it be destroyed at hypersonic speed arthur hammond s fleet of clipper

spaceplanes has become the premium choice for high flying travel placing every corner of the globe within a few hours reach but when the line s flagship is marooned in

space with a load of vip clients its crew must fight to stay alive knowing that help may never arrive as they struggle with failing life support and increasingly desperate

passengers their colleagues back on earth scramble to mount an audacious rescue a contentious mix of old airline hands and nasa veterans they will face shocking betrayals

in a battle to save their friends in this race against time hammond must confront an onslaught of horrendous press nitpicking bureaucrats and dubious financiers all of them
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pawns in a larger game with his business empire as the prize amid a spreading web of industrial espionage he may find the truth to be worse than imagined and in space

one man will discover that escape may demand a terrible sacrifice reviewers have called it a real barn burner and the best darned sci fi novel i ve read in years perigee

opens the next chapter in air and space travel where ordinary people will accomplish extraordinary things financial services institutions like international banks and insurance

companies frequently need to adapt to changes in their environments yet manage risk and ensure regulatory compliance the author hans wegener reveals how metadata can

be used to achieve a successful and technological evolution this unique approach is divided into three parts to explain how metadata can be used to increase an organization

s ability to adopt changes outline the peculiarities of financial corporations and how they affect value creation and solution design present the practical side of effectively

managing metadata and sustaining long term success wegener firstly illustrates the peculiarities of both metadata management and the financial services industry he

combines both puts them into context of use and explains where and how this makes life difficult as well as where and how value is created this enables the reader to

understand the impact of metadata management on his her organization its typical side effects necessities and benefits the book then goes onto reveal how different

crosscutting concerns managed in large financial corporations change risk and compliance management can revolutionize business by supporting them with metadata

management this provides a blueprint to be used in strategic planning finally the mechanics of three important practical areas are discussed in depth namely managing

evolution quality and sustainability this provides helpful scripts for practitioners to be used in real life
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